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In 1934 Kuros [S] proved that "a subgroup of a free product of 
groups is again a free product." Several attempts have been made to 
extend this to a result about a free product of groups with an amalga
mated subgroup, notably [4] and [ô]. Theorem 1 here gives to any 
subgroup of a free product with amalgamated subgroup an induced 
structure of the same type. We here indicate very briefly the method 
of proof. Details and related results will appear elsewhere. 

DEFINITION 0. Let G> be groups, for /x in an index set M, and let G 
be a group which is isomorphic to a subgroup of each GM under given 
maps ôM: G—»GM. The free product of the groups G> with the amalga
mated subgroup G, denoted G = ( * M G>) 0t is the factor group of the 
free product ( * M GM) with respect to the normal subgroup generated 
by all elements of the form 5fi(g)ôv(g)~1

f where g runs through G and 
the pair (ju, v) runs through MXM. Tha t is, G is the free product of 
the G> with the subgroups isomorphic to G identified. 

THEOREM 1. Suppose: 
G = ( * M GM) G is a free product of groups with amalgamated subgroup 

G, ju. in an index set M\ 
K— ( * M Ky) is a free product of groups, iiÇzM the same index set; 
f:G-*K is a group homomorphism with f{Gy)CKll for each /x; and 
H is a subgroup of G such that f(H) = ÏT. 

Then: 
H is expressible as ( * M i7M)# withf{Hp)C.Ky,\ 
H is generated as a subgroup of G by certain subgroups 

govGovgop, G0v C Go, gov£ ker ƒ C G, for v in an index set No) 

Each i?M is generated as a subgroup of G by certain subgroups 

gtivGy.ygy.v, G„v C G», &,„£ ker ƒ C G, /or v in an index set iV„, 
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together with some elements of G of the form gigigz, g2&Gll) g\ and 
g 3 £ker ƒ; and finally y 

if G= {1}, then H= {1} and each H» is the free product of the indi
cated subgroups together with the free group on the indicated elements: 
H^Fp* (*vgliVGliVg;v

1). 

Letting i£ = {1}, G = {1}, the KuroS Subgroup Theorem is an 
immediate corollary: 

COROLLARY 2. If G = ( * M G>) and 2?CG, then U is expressible as 
TÏ = F* ( * s H s) where F is a free group and each H$ is conjugate in G 
to a subgroup of some GM. 

If G = { l } , Z ^ j l j , we have the following theorem of P. J. 
Higgins [3]: 

COROLLARY 3. Let G = (*M GM) and Z = ( * M Ky) be free products 
of groups. Let f: G—*K be a group homomorphism with f(Gp)(ZK» for 
each JJL. Let H be a subgroup of G with f(H) = K. Then H = ( * M H"M) 
with f{Hy) QKp for each /x. 

Higgins gives as a corollary of this the generalization of Grusko's 
Theorem [2] due to Wagner [8]: 

COROLLARY 4. Let g: F-+( * M 2fM) be a map of a free group onto a 
free product of groups. Then F is itself a free product F= ( * M F») with 

INDICATION OF PROOF OF THEOREM 1. The proof makes extensive 
use of groupoids: we are motivated by the fundamental groupoid of 
homotopy classes of paths with endpoints fixed in a topological space. 
In general, a groupoid may be defined as a category in which each 
map has an inverse. Amalgamated free products of groupoids may be 
constructed analogously to those of groups. A groupoid has a funda
mental (vertex) group and in the case of a free product with a con-
nected amalgamated subgroupoid, the fundamental group of the 
product is the corresponding product of fundamental groups. 

Regard G as a groupoid. I t has a "covering space," a groupoid Ü 
whose fundamental group is isomorphic to H [ l ] , [3]. The map 
C-+G lets us carry back to C a structure as a free product with 
amalgamated subgroupoid. However, the amalgamated subgroupoid 
is in general disconnected. We may now use a construction motivated 
by Stallings' [7] binding tie construction on the induced map V-+K. 
Tha t is, we choose certain paths connecting components of the 
amalgamated subgroupoid of C which map to the identity of K, and 
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find an expression of C as a free product with an amalgamated sub-
groupoid that includes these paths. It is these paths that appear as 
the gov, guv, gu and £3 in the statement of the theorem. 

One of the lemmas needed in rearranging C may be of independent 
interest as applied to groups. 

THEOREM 5. Let G be the free product of groups GM with amalgamated 
subgroup Gy and let g be any element of \JG^\G. Denote by G* {respec
tively G*) the subgroup of G generated by GM {resp. G) and {g}. Then 
G is also the free product of the groups GM with amalgamated subgroup 
G*. 

Theorem 5 also works for groupoids, and the singleton {g} may 
be replaced by larger sets by induction. 
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